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ABSTRACT: A compound droplet is composed of a traditional pendant drop (PD) or sessile drop (SD) sharing the interface with an immiscible phase of comparable sizes, which could be a solid particle, a gas bubble, or most often another droplet of an immiscible liquid. Over the past decade, the study of compound droplets has attracted increasing attention because of extensive applications in many research fields, such as complex fluids, microfluidics, foam and emulsion, and biomedical applications. Among all technical difficulties in characterizing compound droplets, a central problem in surface science is the prediction of its equilibrium shape, which requires knowledge of complicated boundary conditions. Existing dimensionless groups, such as the Bond number traditionally used to evaluate the shape of PDs and SDs, largely fail in predicting the shape of compound droplets. Here, we propose an alternative Bond number, termed the Neumann number, to characterize the shape of compound droplets. Using three dimensionless groups, that is, the Neumann number, the Bond number, and the Worthington number, we have quantitatively predicted and analyzed the shape of traditional PDs/SDs and various compound droplets, including a PD with a spherical particle suspending at the drop apex, a SD with its apex disturbed by a vertical cylinder, and a spherical SD (no gravity) with its apex disturbed by a fluid lens. It is found that the Neumann number can be readily adapted to quantitatively predict and analyze the shape of PDs/SDs and compound droplets.

INTRODUCTION

A compound droplet is composed of a traditional pendant drop (PD) or sessile drop (SD) sharing the interface with an immiscible phase of comparable sizes, which could be a solid particle,† a gas bubble, or most often another droplet of an immiscible liquid.† Among all technical difficulties in studying compound droplets, a central problem in surface science is the accurate prediction of the equilibrium shape of a compound droplet, which requires knowledge of complicated boundary conditions.2,3

Accurately predicting the equilibrium shape of a droplet is the foundation of developing drop shape analysis methodologies for determining surface and interfacial tensions.12,13 It is generally accepted that the shape of a well-deformed pendant/sessile droplet under the equilibrium or moderately oscillatory conditions slower than 1 Hz can be well predicted by the force balance, as described by the classical Laplace equation of capillary,14,15 which can be readily solved by axisymmetric drop shape analysis (ADSA).13,16 Although ADSA has become a standard method for measuring surface/interfacial tension from the shape of a simple PD or SD, its generalization to study compound droplets has been proven to be challenging, largely due to the lack of reliable methods for predicting the shape of compound droplets.

Shape analysis of compound droplets can find many applications in complex fluids and biomedical applications. To give an example, compound drop shape analysis can be an ideal technique for determining the in situ surface/interfacial tension of liquids in confined geometries, such as the so-called airway surface liquid (ASL). The ASL is a thin layer of aqueous fluid and mucus at the interface between airway epithelial cells and the air space.17 Surface tensions and interfacial rheological properties of the ASL determine the mucus clearance of inhaled particles or pathogens, and the Marangoni-driven spreading of pulmonary surfactants in the airway.18,19 Variations of the ASL surface tension likely contribute to the failure of mucus clearance in respiratory diseases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and cystic fibrosis.17,20

In situ and in vivo measurements of the surface tension of ASL have been attempted by analyzing the shape of an oil microdroplet deposited in the airway.21 However, because of the lack of reliable methods for predicting...
the shape of compound droplets, this microdroplet method has only limited success in determining the in situ surface tension of ASL.\textsuperscript{22}

Another difficulty of studying compound droplets is the lack of a reliable dimensionless parameter to quantitatively analyze the shape of compound droplets. For a simple PD or SD, the equilibrium shape of the droplet corresponds to a Bond number,\textsuperscript{23,24} $Bo = \frac{\Delta \rho g L^2}{\gamma}$, where $\Delta \rho$ is the relative density of the droplet, that is, the density difference across the surface or interface, $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, $\gamma$ is the surface or interfacial tension, and $L$ is the characteristic length representing the size of the droplet. The Bond number can be rewritten $Bo = \left( \frac{L}{R_c} \right)^2$, where $c$ is the capillary constant of the liquid defined as $c = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\rho g}}$, and the radius of curvature at the droplet apex ($R_c$) is commonly used as the characteristic length to determine the Bond number.

Despite being a commonly used parameter for quantifying the drop shape, the Bond number fails to predict droplet deformation under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{25–27} The accuracy of drop shape analysis deteriorates at a low Bond number, and it is well accepted that the small drop volume is the primary source of error in most practical applications. Berry \textit{et al.} introduced a new dimensionless group termed the Worthington number in which the droplet height ($H$) was considered as a modified Bond number with the characteristic length $L = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\rho g}}$.

We recently introduced a new dimensionless group called the Neumann number in which the droplet height ($H$) was considered as an important factor in affecting droplet deformation.\textsuperscript{25} The Neumann number is defined as $Ne = \frac{\Delta \rho g R_c H}{\gamma}$, which can be also considered as a modified Bond number with a characteristic length $L = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\rho g}}$. We have demonstrated the advantages of the Neumann number over the Bond number in determining the accuracy of surface/interfacial tension measurements with ADSA.\textsuperscript{25}

It is the purpose of the present work to demonstrate the usefulness and advantages of the Neumann number in predicting the shapes of traditional PDs/SDs and previously studied compound droplets. These compound droplets include a PD with a spherical particle (e.g., a ball bearing) suspending at the droplet apex,\textsuperscript{1,2} a SD with its apex disturbed by a vertical cylinder (e.g., a fiber or needle),\textsuperscript{28,29} and a spherical SD (no gravity) with its apex disturbed by a fluid (gas or liquid) lens.\textsuperscript{3} We showed that the Neumann number can be readily adapted to quantitatively predict and analyze the shape of PDs/SDs and compound droplets.

**THEORY**

Theoretical profiles of the axisymmetric compound droplets were produced by numerical integration of the Bashforth–Adams equations (eq 1) with different boundary conditions.\textsuperscript{12}

In these equations, the tangential angle ($\phi$), radius ($x$), and height ($z$) at any point of the droplet profile are expressed as functions of the arc length ($s$)

$$\frac{d\phi}{ds} + \frac{\sin \phi}{x} = \frac{2}{b} + \frac{z}{c}$$
$$\frac{dx}{ds} = \cos \phi$$
$$\frac{dz}{ds} = \sin \phi$$

(1)

where $b$ and $c$ are the radius of curvature and the capillary constant of the droplet, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the coordinate systems of droplets studied in six cases. These are cases A and B: a PD and a SD;\textsuperscript{12,25} case C: a PD with a spherical particle suspending at the drop apex;\textsuperscript{1,2} case D: a SD with its apex disturbed by a vertical cylinder;\textsuperscript{28,29} cases E and F: a SD with its apex disturbed by a fluid lens.\textsuperscript{3} Table 1 summarizes the capillary constant ($c$), radius of curvature ($b$), and boundary conditions used in solving the Bashforth–Adams equations for cases A–F. It should be noted that the PD with a spherical particle suspending at the drop apex;\textsuperscript{1,2} case D: a SD with its apex disturbed by a vertical cylinder;\textsuperscript{28,29} cases E and F: a SD with its apex disturbed by a fluid lens.\textsuperscript{3} Table 1 summarizes the capillary constant ($c$), radius of curvature ($b$), and boundary conditions used in solving the Bashforth–Adams equations for cases A–F. It should be noted that the
Table 1. Capillary Constant ($c$), Radius of Curvature ($b$), and Boundary Conditions Used for Solving the Bashforth–Adams Equations in Cases A–F$	extsuperscript{24}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cases A and B: PD and SD</th>
<th>case C: PD with a suspending particle$	extsuperscript{13}$</th>
<th>case D: SD with a vertical cylinder$	extsuperscript{20,25}$</th>
<th>cases E and F: PD with a fluid lens$	extsuperscript{3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>capillary constant ($c$)</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\frac{\Delta \rho g}{\Delta \rho g}}$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\frac{\Delta \rho g}{\Delta \rho g}}$</td>
<td>$n/a$ (negligible gravity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of curvature ($b$)</td>
<td>$R_d$</td>
<td>$R_d$</td>
<td>$R_{id} = \frac{R}{\sin \alpha}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boundary conditions</td>
<td>$x(0) = 0$</td>
<td>$x(0) = R_d \sin \theta_l$</td>
<td>$x(0) = R_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z(0) = 0$</td>
<td>$z(0) = R_d \cos \theta_l$</td>
<td>$z(0) = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\psi(0) = 0$</td>
<td>$\psi(0) = \pi - (\theta_l + \theta_p)$</td>
<td>$\psi(0) = \theta_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\psi(0) = \pi - (\theta_l + \theta_p)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PD: pendant drop. SD: sessile drop. $\Delta \rho = \rho_d - \rho_s$ is the relative density of the droplet, i.e., the density difference between the droplet and the surrounding fluid. $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, which was set at 980 cm/s$^2$. In cases A and B, $R_d$ is the radius of the droplet at the apex of the droplet. In case C, $\Delta \rho = \rho_e - \rho_s$ is the relative density of the particle, i.e., the density difference between the particle and the surrounding fluid. $R_d$ is the radius of curvature of the droplet at the contact point with the spherical particle and can be calculated by the force balance on the particle. $R_s$ is the radius of the spherical particle. $\theta_l$ and $\theta_p$ are the filling angle and the contact angle between the spherical particle and the droplet. These two angles were set at 75 and 60$^\circ$. $\psi(\theta_l)$ is the volume of the spherical cap immersed into the pendant droplet with the filling angle $\theta_l$. In case D, $R_{id}$, $R_{is}$, and $R_s$ are the mean radius of curvature of the interface at the reference level ($z = 0$), the contact radius with the substrate, and the radius of the vertical cylinder disturbing the drop apex, respectively. $\theta_l$ is the contact angle of the droplet on the substrate, which was set at 60$^\circ$. $H$ is the height of the droplet. In cases E and F, $\beta_w$, $\gamma_w$, and $\gamma_s$ are the surface/interfacial tensions between droplet and lens, lens and surrounding fluid, droplet and surrounding fluid, respectively. $R_{id}$, $R_{is}$, and $R_s$ are the radii of the interfaces between droplet and lens, lens and surrounding fluid, droplet and surrounding fluid, while $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\omega$ are the angles between these interfaces and the parallel direction at the three-fluid phase contact region. $R$ is the radius of the three-fluid contact region. $V_1$ and $V_2$ are the volumes of the fluid lens and the droplet. The volume of a spherical cap with a base radius $R$ subtending an angle $\psi$ is defined as $V_{cap}(R, \psi) = R^3 \sin(\psi/2) / 3$.

Mathematical model for cases E and F was initially developed for micron-sized droplets on which the effect of gravity is negligible.$^7$ Here, we adopt the same model by setting $g = 0$ for mathematical simplicity, although the effect of gravity on millimeter-sized droplets should be significant. Table 2 summarizes the dimensionless groups used to evaluate the drop shapes. These are the Bond number and the Neumann number used in cases A–D, and a modified Worthington number, $W_0 = V_d/V_l$, where $V_d$ and $V_l$ are the volumes of the SD and the fluid lens disturbing its apex, used in cases E and F.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the theoretical profiles of droplets in the six studied cases. Droplet profiles in cases A–D are shown with increasing Neumann numbers, while droplet profiles in cases E and F are shown with increasing Worthington numbers. For the traditional PD and SD (Figure 2A,B), it can be seen that gradually increasing the Neumann number from 0.01 to 1 predicts a monotonic deformation of the drop shape. It is well known that the accuracy of drop shape analysis in determining surface/interfacial tension depends on droplet deformation. The surface/interfacial tension calculated from a deformed nearly spherical droplet can deviate significantly from its true value.$^{30}$ Therefore, the Neumann number can be used as a quantitative measure of droplet deformation, and hence a criterion in determining the accuracy of drop shape analysis. In comparison to other parameters for evaluating droplet deformation, such as the Bond number or the purely geometric shape parameter based on the calculation of the total Gaussian curvature,$^{27,31}$ the Neumann number has intrinsic advantages of simplicity and straightforward physical meaning. The present study shows that Ne > 0.5 may be used as a general criterion for droplet deformation. This observation is in good agreement with...
Table 2. Bond Number (Bo), Neumann Number (Ne), and Worthington Number (Wo) for Evaluating the Drop Shapes in Cases A–F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensionless Group</th>
<th>Cases A and B: PD and SD</th>
<th>Case C: PD with a suspending particle</th>
<th>Case D: SD with a vertical cylinder</th>
<th>Cases E and F: SD with a fluid lens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bond number (Bo)</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \rho g R_p^2}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \rho g R_p^2}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \rho g R_s}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{V_i}{V_{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neumann number (Ne)</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \theta g R_p H}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \theta g R_s \gamma_{l}}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \theta g R_s J H}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{V_i}{V_d} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington number (Wo)</td>
<td>( \frac{V_i}{V_{max}} = \frac{\Delta \theta g V_i}{\gamma \pi D_l} )</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \theta g V_i}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{\Delta \theta g R_s J H}{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \frac{V_i}{V_d} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“PD: pendant drop, SD: sessile drop. \( \Delta \rho g = \rho_p - \rho_s \) is the relative density of the droplet, \( \gamma \), the density difference between the droplet and the surrounding fluid. \( \Delta \rho_s = \rho_p = \rho_s \) is the relative density of the particle, \( \gamma \), the density difference between the particle and the surrounding fluid. \( \gamma \) is the gravitational acceleration. \( H \) is the height of the droplet. In cases A and B, \( R_p \) is the radius of the curvature at the apex of the droplet. \( V_{max} \) is the theoretical maximum volume for a PD suspended below a capillary tube with the diameter \( D_c \). In case C, \( R_s \) is the radius of the spherical particle. In case D, \( R_p, R_s, R_c \) and \( R_s \) are the mean radius of curvature of the interface at the reference level \( z = 0 \), the contact radius with the substrate, and the radius of the vertical cylinder disturbing the drop apex, respectively. In cases E and F, \( V_i \) and \( V_d \) are the volumes of the fluid lens and the droplet, respectively.

Our previous study of the experimental measurement of surface/interfacial tension using ADSA.25

Figure 2C shows the compound droplet profiles of a PD with a spherical particle suspended at the drop apex. Because of gravity of the solid particle, an otherwise spherical droplet (such as a small water droplet) can be appreciably deformed. For example, while the PD at Ne = 0.1 has a nearly spherical shape (Figure 2A), the compound droplet at Ne = 0.1 is significantly deformed by a small suspending stainless steel ball bearing of density 8.02 g/cm³ and diameter 0.7 mm. Such a compound droplet has been used as a novel droplet configuration for determining the surface/interfacial tension of droplets with very low Bond numbers.1

Different from PD/SD, the capillary constant of the compound droplet shown in Case C was determined using the geometric mean between the relative densities of the droplet and the particle, that is, \( \epsilon = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\sqrt{\Delta \rho g R_p^2}}} \). The characteristic length of the compound drop was determined using the geometric mean between the particle radius \( (R_p) \) and the droplet height \( (H) \), that is, \( L = \sqrt{R_p H} \). The use of geometric means in evaluating the capillary constant and the characteristic length allows a well-balanced consideration of the effects of both the droplet and the particle on droplet deformation, thus ensuring an ideal dimensionless group \( Ne = \frac{\sqrt{\gamma \Delta \theta g R_p J H}}{\gamma} \) for evaluating the shape of the compound droplet (Table 2).

The reliability of the Neumann number in evaluating the shape of the compound droplet shown in case C is further demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows the theoretical profiles of the compound droplet with varying size and density of the suspending particle. The contact angle \( (\theta_p) \) and filling angle \( (\theta_f) \) between the PD and the suspending particle (Figure 1) were fixed at 60° and 75°, respectively. Figure 3A shows shapes of the compound droplet with a suspending particle of a fixed density \( \Delta \rho_p = 2.2 \) g/cm³ and an increasing radius \( (R_p) \) from 0.14 to 0.95 mm. With increasing the particle radius and hence increasing Neumann number, the PD is continuously deformed by the suspending particle. Figure 3B illustrates the effect of the particle density (with \( R_p = 0.55 \) mm) on the shape of the compound droplet. Density of the particle increases from 1.04 to 10.5 g/cm³, corresponding to the densities of actual materials. It can be seen that with increasing particle density from that of polystyrene to silver, the Neumann number increases from 0.13 to 1. The corresponding profiles of the compound droplet are gradually elongated with the increasing Neumann number. Figure 3C shows the profiles of the compound droplet with simultaneously increasing \( R_p \) and \( \Delta \rho_p \), while Figure 3D shows the profiles of the compound droplet with increasing \( R_p \) but decreasing \( \Delta \rho_p \). As shown in Figure 3C, simultaneously increasing the size and density of the suspending particle deforms the droplet much more efficiently than only increasing the size (Figure 3A) or the density (Figure 3B) of the particle. Figure 3D shows that the effects of the size and density of the particle on deforming the droplet balance each other. It appears that the Neumann number successfully predicts the synergistic effects between \( R_p \) and \( \Delta \rho_p \) on deforming the PD.

Figure 2D shows the compound droplet profiles of a SD with its apex disturbed with a vertical cylinder, such as a fiber or a needle with a radius \( R_c \).28,29 To determine the corresponding Neumann number, the characteristic length of this compound droplet was determined as \( L = \sqrt{\left(\frac{R_c J H}{R_s}\right)^2} \), where \( R_s \) is the mean radius of the contact area, and \( R_c \) is the radius of curvature at the reference level \( (z = 0) \). The contact angle \( (\theta_c) \) of the droplet was fixed at 60°. The Neumann number is \( Ne = \frac{\sqrt{\gamma \Delta \theta g R_c J H}}{\gamma} \) (Table 2). It can be seen that the droplet deforms gradually with increasing Neumann numbers in which the radius of the vertical cylinder \( (R_c) \) and the drop height \( (H) \) play a predominant role in deforming the droplet. This finding is consistent with the previous study, that is, \( R_s \) and \( H \) are positively correlated to deform the SD, thus increasing the accuracy of surface tension measurements.28

To demonstrate the benefit of the Neumann number, Figure 4 shows the theoretical profiles of droplets in cases A–D, with increasing Bond numbers. It can be seen from Figure 4A, the PD at Bo = 1 corresponds to the shape of a water droplet of 2.7 mm in the radius of curvature and 7.3 mm in height, significantly larger than the PD at Ne = 1, which corresponds to a water droplet with a more realistic size of 1.5 mm in the radius of curvature and 4.9 mm in height (Figure 2A). A similar phenomenon can be found for the SD (Figures 2B vs 4B). The size of the SD at Bo = 1 is also significantly larger than the SD at Ne = 1. For case C, the Bond number fails to predict the
shape of the compound droplet for $Bo \geq 0.5$, while the Neumann number successfully determines the drop shape for all Neumann numbers between 0.01 and 1 (Figures 2C vs 4C). For case D, the benefit of the Neumann number over the Bond number lies in its consideration of the drop height, which is known to play a predominant role in affecting the accuracy of the surface tension measurement using this droplet configuration. Consequently, the Neumann number appears to be a more reliable criterion than the Bond number for predicting and analyzing the shape of traditional PDs/SDs and compound droplets.

Figure 2 shows the compound droplet profiles of a SD with a fluid lens, which could be a gas or an immiscible liquid, floating against or resting atop the drop apex, respectively. The volume of the fluid lens was fixed at 10 $\mu$L, and the contact angle ($\theta_c$) of the SD was fixed at 60°. For mathematical simplicity, the effect of gravity was set to be negligible ($g = 0$). Hence, the compound droplet profiles in these two cases cannot be evaluated with the Neumann number but using a modified Worthington number $Wo = V_l/V_d$, where $V_d$ and $V_l$ are the volumes of the droplet and the fluid lens, respectively (Table 2).
Generally speaking, the shape of millimeter-sized compound droplets in cases E and F is determined by three sets of physical properties, although the shape of nanometer- and micron-sized droplets can also be affected by the line tension.\(^{32,33}\) First, the shape of the fluid lens is determined by the balance of surface/interfacial tensions at the three-phase contact line. Formation of the fluid lens requires a negative spreading coefficient, \(S = \gamma_{dl} - (\gamma_{ds} + \gamma_{ls})\). The actual shape of the fluid lens is predicted by the Neumann triangle, \(\gamma_{dl} + \gamma_{ls} + \gamma_{ds} = 0\), where \(\gamma_{dl}\), \(\gamma_{ds}\), and \(\gamma_{ls}\) are surface/interfacial tensions between the droplet and the fluid lens, between the droplet and the surroundings, and between the fluid lens and the surroundings, respectively. A typical example of case E is an air bubble floating against the apex of a perfluorooctane droplet submerged in water. A typical example of case F is a decane lens resting atop of a perfluorooctane droplet submerged in water.

Second, the compound droplet profile is determined by the volume ratio between the fluid lens and the droplet, as predicted by the Worthington number \(Wo = V_l/V_d\). As shown in Figure 5A, the fluid lens in case E maintains a biconvex shape. However, as shown in Figure 5B, the fluid lens in case F changes from a biconvex shape to a convex–concave shape when the Worthington number increases beyond a critical value of 0.18. The transition between the biconvex shape and the convex–concave shape is in good agreement with the previous study.\(^3\)

Third, stability of the compound droplet is determined by the relative densities of the droplet, the fluid lens, and the surroundings. Because our current mathematical model prevents us from studying drop stability due to the assumption of negligible gravity, we only briefly discuss the effect of relative densities on compound droplet stability. Most studies reported that a stable compound droplet can be only formed when the fluid lens is lighter than the droplet and the surrounding fluid,\(^3\) which explains the fact that stable oil/water compound droplets in air are rarely observed in reality. However, recent experimental studies demonstrated the formation of stable compound droplets with the surrounding fluid being the least dense phase,\(^{35}\) and a heavier liquid lens floating atop a lighter droplet with a Worthington number larger than 0.05.\(^{36}\)

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have developed a new dimensionless group termed the Neumann number for quantitatively characterizing the shape of compound droplets. Using the Neumann number, the Bond number, and the Worthington number, we have quantitatively predicted and analyzed the shape of traditional PDs/SDs, and various compound droplets, including a PD with a spherical particle suspending at the drop apex, a SD with its apex disturbed by a vertical cylinder, and a spherical SD (no gravity) with its apex disturbed by a fluid lens. It is found that the Neumann
number can be readily adapted to quantitatively predict and analyze the shape of PDs/SDs and compound droplets. Our findings have implications in determining the surface and interfacial tensions of complex fluids using compound drop shape analysis.
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**Figure 4.** Theoretical profiles of various axisymmetric compound droplets analyzed with the Bond number. (A) PD; (B) SD; (C) PD with a spherical particle suspending at the drop apex; and (D) SD with a vertical cylinder disturbing the drop apex. In each case, five droplet profiles are predicted in real physical dimension (cm), corresponding to 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 of the Bond number.

**Figure 5.** Theoretical profiles of a SD with its apex disturbed by a fluid lens. (A) Air bubble floating against the drop apex at different characteristic Worthington numbers. (B) Liquid lens resting atop the drop apex at different characteristic Worthington numbers. The fluid lens in (A) maintains a biconvex shape, while the fluid lens in (B) changes from a biconvex shape to a convex–concave shape when Wo > 0.18. The surface/interfacial tensions between the droplet and the fluid lens, between the droplet and the surroundings, and between the fluid lens and the surroundings are 15.8, 58.5, and 72.0 mN/m in (A), and 7.5, 58.5, and 54.5 mN/m in (B), respectively.
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